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1. Introduction
In the following we are concerned with associative rings which have a torsion-free abelian group as additive group. Such rings are called torsion-free
rings. The rank of a torsion-free ring is the rank of its additive group, which
is the cardinality of a maximal independent set of elements.
The tensor product R (R) A [6], where R is the field of rational numbers and
A is a torsion-free ring, can be made into an associative algebra over R by ders (R) aforr, seR, aeA. We will denoteR (R) A byA*.
finingr(s (R) a)
It can be readily verified that A* has the following properties"

(1) Every element of A* can be written in the form r (R) a, r e R, a e A.
(2) A is imbedded as a subring in A*. Since A is torsion-free, the mapping
a --+ 1 (R) a is an imbedding [6, p. 130].
(3) For every a A*, there exists an integer n >- 1 such that na A. This
follows from (1) and (2).
(4) The dimension of A* over R is equal to the rank of A.
(5) A* is a unique smallest associative algebra over R containing A as a
subring.

Because of (1), we simplify the notation by writing ra instead of r (R) a for
the elements of A*. It should be noted that as an additive group A* is just
the minimal divisible torsion-free group containing A [9, p. 66], and that when
A* is regarded as the set of formal products ra, r e R, a e A, certain identifications which we make in the sequel are clear. We introduce the following
terminology.

R (R) A is called the algebra type of the
DEFINITION 1.1. The algebra A*
ring A, and torsion-free rings A1 and A2 are said to have the same algebra type
f their algebra types and A are isomorphic algebras.

A

DEFINITION 1.2. Let G be a torsion-free abelian group, and let T be an associative algebra over R. Then G admits a multiplication of algebra type T if there
exists a ring A with additive group A + isomorphic to G such that A* and T are
isomorphic algebras.
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We pose the following problems"
I. Find all torsion-free rings with a given algebra type T.
II. Find all torsion-free groups which admit multiplication of a given algebra
type T.

__

Section 2 is concerned with the elementary properties of quasi-isomorphism
of groups and rings.

DEFINITION 1.3. Let A and B be abelian groups (rings). Then A and B
A and B’ B
are quasi-isomorphic if there exist subgroups (subrings) A’
such that
A and B’ are isomorphic groups (rings)
A’ and nB B’.
(ii) there are integers m >= l and n >= 1 such that mA
B if A and B are quasi-isomorphic as groups and A B if A
We write A
and B are quasi-isomorphic as rings.

It is shown that quasi-isomorphic rings have the same algebra type (Theo2.5) and that quasi-isomorphic groups admit multiplication of the same
type (Corollary 2.7). The concept of quasi-isomorphism is basic for the re-

rem

mainder of the paper.
In Sections 3 and 4 the structure theorems of Wedderburn are generalized
to torsion-free rings of finite rank. These classical theorems extend to torsionfree rings, provided isomorphisms are weakened to quasi-isomorphisms. The
main result is a generalization of the Wedderburn principal theorem.

,

(R)
THEOREM 1.4. Let A be a torsion-free ring of finite rank. Let A*
is a semisimple sabring of A*, and let
where
is the radical of A* and
finA. ThenSisasubringofA such thatS* ,Nis
S NnA, N
the maximum nilpotent ideal of A, N*
f, and S @ N is a sabring of A such
that S @ N has finite index in A.
A by-product of Section 4 (Corollary 4.9) is the fact that any torsion-free
group of finite rank which admits a multiplication of semisimple algebra type
is an extension of a free group by a divisible torsion group. This motivates
the following definitions.

DEFINITION 1.5. Let A be a torsion-free group. A subgroup B of A is called
of A if A/B is a torsion group.

a full subgroup

DEFINITION 1.6. Let A be a torsion-free group. Then A is called a quotientdivisible or q.d. group if A contains a full subgroup B such that B is free and A/B
is a direct sum of a divisible group and a group of bounded order. A torsion-free
ring A is called a q.d. ring if the additive group of A is a q.d. group.
In Section 5, q.d. groups are analyzed, and a reasonably simple system of
invariants is obtained for the quasi-isomorphism classes of q.d. groups of
finite rank. These invariants are patterned after those of Kurosh, Malcev,
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and Derry for the isomorphism classes of arbitrary torsion-free groups of finite
rank, and are based on the following considerations.
Since any torsion-free group A of finite rank is a full subgroup of the finitedimensional vector space R (R) A, we restrict our attention to full subgroups
of a fixed rational vector space V of finite dimension. Denote by Z (p) and
R (p) the p-adic completions of the rings of integers and rationals respectively.
For every rational prime p, form the R()-space V ()
V (R) R (p), and regard
V () as an extension of V. Now for a subgroup A of V, we consider the Z (;)-

module,

_

{E

z

and denote by 5,(A), the maximal divisible subgroup of A (). Then 5,(A)
is the maximal divisible submodule of A (’) regarded as a Z(’)-module, and
hence is an R(P)-subspace of V (’).
Following J6nsson [11], we introduce an equivalence relation on the subgroups of V.

DEFINITION 1.7. If A and B are subgroups of the R-space V, define A
B
if HA A n B for some n >__ 1. Define A B if A B and B A.
It is clear that the equivalence is a refinement of quasi-isomorphism, so
B implies A
B.
that A
DEFINITION 1.8. For each prime p, let 33 be the lattice of subspaces of the
RP)-space V (). Let 33 II, 33 be the direct product of these lattices. For any
5 e 33, denote by 5 the pth component of 5. The elements of 33 are called the q.d.
in,ariants associated with V. If A is a subgroup of V, define 5(A
2 by the
condition that the pth component of 5(A is 5p(A ). We call 5(A the q.d. invariant

of A.

We are now able to state the main result of Section 5.
THEOREM 1.9. Let A and B be full q.d. subgroups of V.
B if and only if S(A)
5(B);
(1) A
5(A
(2) if 5 e 33, then there exists a full q.d. subgroup A of V such that
B if and only if there is a nonsingular linear transformation of
(3) A
V such that ( (R) id,()) 5(A)
5(B) for all p.
In Section 6, the q.d. invariants are used to reduce the study of torsion-free
rings of simple algebra type to rings of field type. These results are based
on the correspondence given in the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.10. Let T be a rational algebra of finite order, and let A be a full
subring of T. Then for each prime p, 5;(A is a two-sided ideal of the R ()T (R) R (). Conpersely, if 5 is a q.d. inpariant such that each
algebra T ()
two-sided
ideal of T (), then there is a full q.d. subring A of T such that
is
a
5
B if and only if
5
5(A). If A and B are full q.d. subrings of 7’, then A
there is an automorphism of T such that (q (R) id()) 5;(A)
5,(B) for
all p.
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It is convenient to state the principal applications of this result in terms of
the notation introduced in the following definition.
DEFINITION 1.11. Let T be a rational algebra of finite order with an identity,
and let K be a subfield of the center of T which contains the identity. If C is a
subring of K and X
{Xl,
Xr} is a basis of T relative to K such that

k ak xk

-

C,
we call X a C-basis of T over K. If C is a full subring of K, denote by C[X] the
subring of T consisting of all elements of the form cl xl
cr xr with c e C,
where X
Xr} is any C-basis of T oJer K.
x,
THEOREM 1.12. Let T be a simple rational algebra of finite order with center
F. Let A be a full subring of T, and let C A n F. Then C is the center of
A and if X is a C-basis of T over F with X A, the subring C[X] hasfinite

x xj

with

aik e

index in A.

THEOREM 1.13. Let T be a simple rational algebra of finite order with center
F. Suppose T is r-dimensional oer F. Then a torsion-free group A admits a
multiplication of algebra type T if and only if A is quasi-isomorphic to a direct
C for all i and C admits a multiplication of algebra
sum
@ Ci where C
type F.
In Section 7, the automorphisms of rings of field type are considered. In
Section 8 some examples of rings of field type are constructed. In particular,

=

the groups which admit multiplication of quadratic field type are characterized. Section 9 is in the form of an appendix. It is shown here that under
very special conditions, quasi-isomorphisms can be replaced by isomorphisms.
These conditions are satisfied, however, by rings of certain algebra types.
Notation. By a group we lways mean an abelian group. Generally, A,
B, C, and D stand for torsion-free groups or rings. The rings of integers and

rationals are denoted by Z and R respectively; the p-adic completions of these
()
()
rings are represented by Z and R (a slight departure from standard notation). If G is a group and H a subgroup, the factor group of G by H is G/H.
The standard isomorphism theorems will be used repeatedly and without mention. Certain notation of the theory of abelian groups will be convenient.
If G is a group, then" d(G) is the maximal divisible subgroup of G; G[m] is the
[J= G[p] is the p-primary comm-layer of G, that is, {x G lmx 0}; G,
(d(G)), ;rk G is the rank of G as a Z-module. If M
ponent of G; d,(G)
is a Z()-module, its Z()-rank is denoted rk()M. Similarly dim V is the
R-dimension of the rational space V and dim() V is the dimension over R
when V is an R()-space. Isomorphisms, either in the ring or group sense,
The distinction between ring nd group isomorphisms
re symbolized by
will either be clear from context or will be explicitly noted. We will distinguish between group direct sums and ring direct sums by use of the symbols
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4- respectively. For addition and multiplication of complexes in a
group the usual
and juxtaposition notation is used. The symbol (R) stands
for tensor product which in all applications will be taken over the ring of integers. We use A + to denote the additive group of the ring A, when this distinction has to be made explicit. The symbols of set theory
D__,
n, u, {. l" and of number theory m ln, (m, n), mod n, etc., have their usual
meanings.
We wish to extend our thanks to our algebraic colleagues at the University
of Washington and elsewhere for valuable suggestions and for the encouragement derived from their interest. Particular thanks are due to Professor
J. P. Jans whose ideas and suggestions guided and improved our work in many
places.
(R) and

+

,, ,

_

2. Quasi-isomorphism of groups and rings

In this section we study the relations introduced in Definition 1.3. It is
shown that quasi-isomorphic rings have the same algebra type and that quasiisomorphic groups admit multiplication of the same type.
LEMMh 2.1.

and

The relations

’ are equivalences.

l)roof. These relations are clearly symmetric and reflexive. Iet A’ A_,
B’ B, B" B, C’ C, A’ B’ B" C’ nA A’, mB B’ n’B’ B"
C’. Suppose ’A’
C’ are the given isomorphisms.
m’C
B’, ’B"
Let
A" -(B’ n B"),
C" (B’ n B").
Then A" and C" are subgroups (subrings) of A and C respectively. Also
maps A" isomorphieally on C". Finally (as groups)

-

-

A’,/A"-B’/(B’ n B")
(B’ --t- B")/B" BIB",
so n’A’
A" and n’nA n’A’ A". Similarly, m’mC C".
It is evident that if A and B are rings such that A
B, then as groups,
AB.

--

The following lemma is n easy consequence of Definition 1_.3.

LEMMa 2.2
and C

If A

D, then A

B and C D, then A
C B D.

(R)

C

B

(R)

D.

IrA

B

We now specialize our considerations to torsion-free groups. Henceforth,

A, B, C, and D are torsion-free abelin groups or torsion-free rings.
LEMMa 2.3. The following conditions are equivalent for torsion-free groups"
A and B’ B and an integer n >= 1 such
(i) there exist subgroups A’
that A
B’, B A’, nA _C A’, and nB _C B’;
(ii) there exist a subgroup A’ A and an integer n >= 1 such that A’ B
and nA

A
(iii) A-.B.
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Proof. It

is clear that (i) implies (ii), and we see that (ii) implies (iii)

by choosing B’ B. To show (iii) implies (i), let A’
A, B’ B be subgroups, X an isomorphism of A onto B’, and m >= 1, n >= 1 integers such that
mA A ’, nB B’. Then a ma
ma is an isomorphism of A into
B’, and ’b --+ nb x-i(nb) is an isomorphism of B into A’. Moreover,
roB’
mnB
m(A’)
if(A). Similarly,
(mA.’)
(mA)

mnA

"

--

(B).

The analogous properties (i), (ii), and (iii) for torsion-free rings are not
equivalent. Evidently (i) implies (ii), and (ii) implies (iii). However, the
ring Z of integers is quasi-isomorphic to the ring 2Z of even integers, but
clearly Z is not isomorphic to any subring of 2Z.

LEMMA 2.4. Let A and B be torsion-free groups (rings), and let be a homoto a linear mapping
morphism of A into B. Then has a unique extension
(algebra homomorphism) of A* into B* considered as R-spaces (R-algebras).
If is one-to-one, then so is *. If (A is a full subgroup (see Definition 1.5)
of B, then is onto. Finally, if :B C is another homomorphism, then

(),

*

-

*

%,.

Proof. If x A*, then there exist a A and r R such that x

ra.

Define

*(x)
r(a). A routine check shows that is well defined and has the
stated properties.
Remarlc. Two consequences of 2.4 are worth noting. First, if maps A
onto B, then (A)
B is full in B, so that maps A* onto B*. Second, if
A
thenrkA
dimA*
dimB*. These facts will be used
rkB
B,
in Section 5.
The motive for introducing the concepts of quasi-isomorphism for torsionfree groups and rings is provided by the next two theorems.

*

*

THEOREM 2.5.

Proof. Let mA

If A

B, then A and B have the same algebra type.
A’ A, nB c___ B’_ B, where A’ and B’ are iso-

_

morphic, m__> 1 andn__> 1. Then

A (R) R A’ (R) R (mA) (R) R A (R) R,
B*. By 2.4, (A’)*
A*. Similarly (B’)*
(B’)*, that is,

so (A’)*
A and B have the same algebra type.

THEOE 2.6. Let A
B, and let A be a ring. Then there exists a ring
A’
multiplication on B such that B is isomorphic to a subring A’ of A and mA

for some m >Provf. By
such that nA

-

1.

A and an integer n
2.3 there are an isomorphism ’B
(B). Define the multiplication in B by
x.y

-l(n[b(x) 4)(Y)]),

=>.

1

x, y B,

_
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where denotes the multiplication in A. The mapping ),’B
A defined by
X(x) n4(x) is then a ring isomorphism, and since ,(B) n(B), we have

n2A

n(B)
X(B).
COROLLARY 2.7. If A admits a multiplication of algebra type T and A B,
then B admits a multiplication of algebra type T.
Proof. By Theorem 2.6, B admits a multiplication such that B A and
consequently, by 2.5, of algebra type T.

This corollary shows that the problem of determining the groups which admit multiplication of given algebra type T can be separated into the problem
of finding representatives of the quasi-isomorphism classes of groups admitting
multiplication of type T and the problem of finding all groups which are quasiisomorphic to a given group. When the quasi-isomorphism classes are studied
rather than the isomorphism classes, many of the subtle difficulties connected
with torsion-free groups disappear. The results of Jdnsson [11] on the decomposition arithmetic of groups of finite rank is evidence of this fact. If A
(R) B,,
is a torsion-free group of finite rank, then it is clear that A
B1 (R)
where the B are "strongly indecomposable" torsion-free groups, that is, if
B
C D, where C and D are torsion-free, then C 0 or D 0. Jdnsson
shows that this decomposition is unique. Although we will not make essential
use of Jdnsson’s theorem, it is an important foundation for our work, since it
adds stature to the decomposition theorems of Sections 3 to 6 below.

3. Reduction theorems
In this sectioh we will use the classical reduction theorems for rtionl Mgebras to reduce the question of classifying groups which dmit multiplication
of certain Mgebr types T to that of classifying groups which dmit multiplication of more special types.

LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a torsion-free ring such that
(R)
A*= eil (R) Tl(R)
m, are subrings
1, 2,
is a vector space decomposition, where e{i, i
Then the A
A A are independent subrings of A, and

of A*.

A
(making the usual identifications)
(R) A
is a torsion group. IrA* contains ele(ii) A / A @ A (R)
and
ments e i
m, such that e acts as a right (left) identity on
1, 2,
(R) A
has
j
as a right (left) annihilator on
i, then A / (A @ A @
bounded order.
is clear that the A are independent subrings of A. Also
and for deei, i
1, 2,.-., m, there exists an integern -> 1

Proof. It

A_,

We are grateful to Professor J6nsson for pointing out his results and for sending us
[11].

a preliminary version of the manuscript of
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,:

such that nd A. Thus
is isomorphic to a subalgebra of A*i, and since
A is a minimal subalgebra containing A A,:
A* proving (i). For
aeA, a dl + d2
+ din, where &e.i. Choosen 1 such that
m. Then
1,2,
nd eAi i

,,

+

na

nd

+ nd +

+ ndeA1

A

.

Am,

and this proves (ii). Finally, suppose A* contains elements e,
and a right
1, 2,
m, such that e acts as a right identity on
nihilatoron,j i. Chooser 1 such that neeA, i l, 2,
,m.
ForaeA, a d d +
dwith&e. Then A contains

i

Thus nd

i A
na

nd

A for i

1, 2,
nd,

ride

m.

A

Hence

A

A

Since a was an arbitrary element of A, this proves the final state,Rent of the
lemma.

COROLLARY 3.2. Let A be a torsion-free ring such that A* has an identity e
which is the sum of m mutually orthogonal idempotents, e
e e
e
Let A
e A*e A Then the A are independent subrings of A A*
e A*e and A/,] A] has bounded order.

+ +

+

I)roq(. The decomposition

A *e

A*

A *e

A *e,

satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1. Hence A/(A
A)
A
Now
has bounded order, where A
3.1
apply
A*e n A and
A*e.
to the decompositions

A

eA*e,
e A*e e A.*e
m. Then A/(A
j
1, 2,
A) has bounded order,
A
e A*e. Combining these results, we
whereA e A*e A and A*
conclude that A/ A i has bounded order.

A*e

,.

THEOREM 3.3. Let T be an algebra over R with an identity such that

T

T

T

(ring direct sum).

Let A be a torsion-free ring of algebra type T. Then there exists
A such that

a subring

C of

A: is a ring of algebra type T and A/C has bounded order.
T yields a decomposiProof. The decomposition T T 7’

where

tion e

e

e

e of the identity e of T into mutually orthogonal
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central idempotents. By hypothesis, A*
T, and by applying 3.2, A i.
Te n A 0 if i j, A .,. e Tei n A T., n A, and A ,:* T..,, The A,.,.,
i
1, 2,
m, are independent subrings of A. Let
e,,:

A

C
Since

AA

0 if i

A

@ A

@

group direct, sum).

j, it follows that C is a subring of A and

By 3.2,

A/@,.iA,:

A/(An

A

A2e

A/C

has bounded order.

Let 7’ be

TH>:o 3.4.

an algebra over

T= Tg

R with

T4

an identity such that

+ T.

Then a lorsion-free group A admits multiplication qf algebra type T ( and only (

A

A1

where A, admits multiplication

Az

A,

q algebra type T.

Proof. If A admits multiplication of algebra type T, then A is a torsionfree ring stisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3. Hence by 3.3,
A/(A

A

Am)

has bounded order, where A*
T. ThusAA,@A@
A admits multiplication of algebra type T,.. Conversely, if

@Amwhere

A,
where A admits multiplication of algebra type T, then
A A,@ A@

4

+

+

@

+ + +

4

+

+

Thus A
A @
@ A admits multiplication of algebra type T.
Corollary 2.7, A admits multiplication of type T.

By

COROLLARY 3.5. Let A be a torsion-free ring q( finite rank with semisimple
Then A contains a subring C of finite index such that

algebra type S.
where each

S is a ring q[ simple algebra type.

This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3, the decomposition of the semisimple algebra S into its simple constituents, and the obserwtion that if A has finite rank, then A_/C has finite rank nd bounded order,
and hence A/C is finite.

Proof.

COROLLARY 3.6. A torsion-free group A q[ finite rank admits mulliplication
qf semisimple algebra type f and only if
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A.’oAI(R)A2(R)

(R)A,,
where each A admits multiplication of simple algebra type.
l)roof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4.
B, be a full m by m matrix ring over an R-algebra
THEOREM 3.7. Let T
B with an identity. Let A be a torsion-free ring of algebra type T. Then there
xists a subring C of A such that C
D, a full m by m matrix ring over a
D
where
has
algebra
ring
type B, and A/C has bounded order.
D,
torsion-free
A*. Let
m, be the matrix unitsin T
Proof. Let e., i,j 1, 2,
is a subal.gebr of T and is Mgebra-isomorphic to B.
el1 Tell. Then
a A is a subring of A such that
Further
such that ne A for all i, j, and consider the subset of A,
Siwc

D:

D; (ne)A (ne) n2ei Ae
nA. Also, Disa subringof
eDen ,D

( eli ai eil)(2eli a2 ejl)

n

A because

2eii(ai

for a and a in A.

LetD

,D,andletxBA. Then
X

11 Xell

1i il Xglj g jl

and

ne[ ne )x( ne ]e j
Since x A, (neil)x(ne) A, so that n4x D for all i, j. Hence
n4( hA) D,
andD*
(3 n A)* 3B.
Now letdeD, i,j
1,
,m. Thend
n4x

for some a; e A. Hence

(ne:)ai(nej) A.
e d e.j
Therefore ..i e. d,. e.i A. By definition of the matrix units, the mapping

i, ei dij

[d]
is an isomorphism of D onto

subring C

A. If x A, then

i,ieiixeii i,ieil(nn(neli)X(ejl))elieC,
n4(neli)x(neil) n4Dii n4(B fl A) D. Thus, A/C hs
X

since
order.

THEOREM 3.8 Let T
gebra B with an identity.

B be a full
Then a

bounded

m by m matrix ring over a rational aladmits a multiplication

torsion-free group A.
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-

algebra type 7’ ( and only if A
(R),=1 D:. where
D and D admits multiplication o.f algebra type B.

D

for

all i, j,

The proof is similar to 3.4, and we omit it.
CO,rOLLAWaY 3.9. Lel A be a torsion-free ring of finite rank whose algebra
type is simple. Then A contains a sabring C of finite index such that C D,,
where D is a torsion:(ree ring whose algebra type is a rational division algebra.

-

COROLLARY 3.10. A torsion-free group A of finite rank admits a multiplication of simple algebra, type if and only f A
(R) im,= D., where D D
all
whose
admits
a
D
and
algebra
j
multiplication
type is a rational di,ision
i,
for
algebra.

These corollaries are consequences of 3.7 and 3.8 and the Wedderbur structure theorem for simple algebras of finite order. They can also be obtained
from Theorems 6.9 and 1.12.

4. The principal decomposition
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.4. This result implies
that a torsion-free group A of finite rank is a finite extension of a subgroup
S (R) N, where S admits a multiplication of semisimple type and N admits a
multiplication of nilpotent type.
Let A be a torsion-free ring of finite rank. Then A* is a finite-dimensional
(R) f,
algebra over R, and by the Wedderburn principal theorem, A*
is a semisimple sabring of A*. Let
where
is the radical of A* and
n A. Then S and N are subrings of A, and, sice
n A andN
S
is an ideal, S (R) N is also a sabring of A. In this section we show that as
S (R) N. By
groups, S @ N has finite index in A, and consequently A
N* fi;, so that
making the obvious identifications, S*

"

,

S* (R) N*

(S (R) N)*.
Thus A has the same algebra type as the sabring S (R) N. It should be noted
that N is the maximum nilpotent ideal in A [9, p. 271].
LEMMA 4.1. Let S
xe[x q- yea for some y ft. Then S is a
A*

(R)

..

.

.

of and S’1
Proof. It follows from the fact that f is an ideal in A* that S is a sabring
S*_ S*
Hence
of
Clearly S___ S
LEMMA 4.2. A / S (R) N)
S/ S (as additive groups).
Proof. LetzeA. Thenz x+y, xe,ye,uniquely. The mapping
sabring

-

defined by z x q- S is clearly a homomorphism of A onto S/S. The kerel
of the mapping consists of all z A such that z x -k y with x S. But then
z- xeA
N, sothatzeS @ N.
y
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Since A has finite rank,

A*, and consequently

are finite-dimensional

;ebras.

IEMMA 4.3.

There exists a basis {x x2,
Xml of such that the subgenerated by x x2
x} is a subring q( S.

.

gr,,,p B q]

,

__ __
- _
_

a maximal independent set z, z,
]’roof. Since S*
z in S is
R. Choosen ->- 1 so that
basisof , We have z z.
/. z, where
m. Then
n,:. /. is an integer for all i,j, k. Set x nz, i 1,2,
the subgroup B generated by x, x,
x is a subring of S.
lct p be a fixed rational prime. We define for ]c >__ 0

,.

-:

{x e B (1/p)x e
B Jo J J
two-sided ideals in B; I
I J J2 J

{x eB (1/pk)x S},
LEMMA 4.4 We have B Io I1
Ij,:

J I

I

and

O.

where

J

are

Yk
12

I

])roof. The first four of these assertions follow at once from the definitions
of IandJ. Ifx, yelk then(1/p)xeS (1/p)yeS so that(1/p)xye
Hence xy i and 1 I. Similarly, J Jk. To prove the last assertion, note that if x, x2 e J, then there exist y, y.o e f such that
alld

(1/p’)x x

x( (1

)x y)
((1/p)x y)x p((1/p)x y)((1/pk)x.
isinA. Thus, ifx,x,
,xeJ,thereexistyefsuchthgt
i
(1/p)x. y A,
1, 2,
py

y2

y)

t,.

and by induction we have
Since

and

J

(I/p)xl X2
O, (1/p)xi xz

LEMMA 4.5. If ] >__ O,

Proof.
(1/pk+)x

If x

epI,

S

xt

x

L.

p

Xt

x2

O, then I+

then x

(t--1)k

Yi y2

A

xt

A.
A. Hence
yt

Ik

ptB

py, where

ptlk and J+ p
pJ
y eI. Thus, (1/p)y S and

(1/p)y S. Hence x eL+. Since x epB,
pI
I+ n p

py with y e B and (1/p+)x S.
On the other hand, if x e L+ pB, x
The proof of the second
Hence (l/p)yeS,ndyeIk. Thereforexep

.

assertion is similar.
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Since rank B
Tp and [/’1
tively.

T

LEMMA 4.6.

rank S
rank St, S/B and St/B are torsion groups. Let
Ttp be the p-primary components of S/B and &/B respec-

It" k >= O, >= O, then
(pkT)[p]

_

L+,/p’B

and

(pkT1)[p] J+/pB n Jk+.
Then x eB and (1/p+)x S. Define
Proof. Let x I+l
: Ik+z-- S/B by (x) (1/p)x -+- B. Since pck(x) 0 and
(x) p((1/p+’)x -4- B) pkT,
we have (x) (pT)[pZ]. Thus (I+)
(pT)[pZ]. If 2 (pT)[pZ], then
py d- B, yeS, wherep+yeB. Then
2
x
pk +yep +zSn B I.+,
2. Thus (I+)
and (x)
(pT)[pZ]. Finally x eker if and only if
(1/pZ)x B, and this is so if and only if x
A similar argument gives the second isomorphism.
LEMMA 4.7. I.f the ring B/pB is semisimple, then 7’ T, and 7’ is a divisible p-primary group of rank ml <= m
rank S.
Proof. Since T and ’1 are homomorphic images of the rank-m groups S
and St respectively, they arc groups of rank _< m [15]. By the definitions of
T and T1, T
7’t. Let be the natural ring homomorphism of B onto
B/pB. Then since B/pB is semisimple and Ik, J are ideals in B, Lemma
4.4 yields

[(J,)]

(,1)

(I)

([)

L+,/pB

L+,

(L+,)

J+,/pB n

Je+

(/a.)

(Ja.)

(I)

[(L)]

(Ie),

and
forllk
0.
Thus we have by Lemma 4.6

(pT)[p]

( g+)

(pT,)[p],

for all k >__ 0. In particular, T[p]
T,[p], so that T and -’1 have the same
finite rank. By a similar argument, (I)
b(I.k) for all k __> 0 implies that

Tip]

(pT)[p]

T is a divisible p-primary group. Since rank 7’ rank T, we have
T1, which completes the proof.
LEMMA 4.8. 7’, 7’1 is divisible for almost all primes p.

so that

7’

(pT)[p]
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Proof. By Lemma 4.7, it is sufficient to show that B/pB is semisimple for
almost all primes p. Let / be a maximal order of containing B. (The
is an order of
and this
sabring of generated by B and the identity e
subring is contained in a maximal order [8, p. 70].) Then /p is semisimple
if and only if p does not divide the discriminant d of [8, p. 88]. Since is
0 [10, p. 116], so that /p is semisimple for almost all
separable over R, d
primes p. The proof is completed by showing that B/pB /p for almost
all primes p. Consider the natural homomorphism of/ onto /p. The
induced homomorphism of B into [/p is onto for almost all p. For there
B B, which implies that
exists an n _-> 1 such that nB
B

_- - -

+ pB

nB

pB

B

,

pB B pB
Moreover, for such primes p,

for those primes p which do not divide n.
pB pB r B, the kernel of the induced homomorphism.

COROLLARY 4.9. Let A be a torsion-free group of finile ran]c which admits a
of semisimple algebra type. Then A is a q.d. group (see Definition 1.6).
Proof. Let A have rank n. Since A admits a multiplication of semisimple
type, as a ring, the algebra type A* of A is semisimple. As in Lemma 4.3,
select a basis xi, x2,
Xn of A* such that the subgroup B generated by
is
a
subring of A. Then B is finitely generated, and B is a
x.
xl, x2,
full subgroup of A. Now it follows from Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 that the pprimary component of A/B is divisible for almost all primes p. Since A/B
has finite rank, the p-primary component of A/B is a direct sum of a divisible
group and a finite group for all primes p. Hence A/B is a direct sum of
divisible group and a finite group. Thus A is a q.d. group.
In case the algebra type of A is a quadratic field, Corollary 4.9 can be proved
by direct computation. The result is obtained by such a procedure in [4].
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.4, it remains to examine the finite number of exceptional primes p which are not covered by Lemma 4.8. The result
which we need is Lemma 4.13 which states that T, has finite index in T for

nultiplication

all primes p.
Let/ be a maximal order of
nB B. We define

L
Proqf.
nBC_B.

,,

containing

,L,

.

B, and let n _->

z,

1 be such that

These relations follow from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 and the fact that

,

Since/ is a maximal order in the semisimple algebra we can use the welldeveloped arithmetic of ideals in B [8, pp. 72-78].
let P1, P,
P be all prime ideals in B which are factors of pB, riB,
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il, or ]1. It follows from the relations ni i2 and n] ]2k of Lemma
4.10 that these prime ideals re ll of the prime factors of any of the ideals
of J. Hence we can write

n

pu,

,,=
D
12

u we have
LEMMA 4.ll. For i
l, 2,
) + t:
(i) (t
(ii) 2 + max {l, :+,}
l+;
(iii) there exists an integer K (1) such that ( k

,

K (1)

{, la}

rain

Proof. The inequalities (i) and (ii) follow from the las two inclusions of
Lemma 4.10. We note first that (iii) holds if
0 or if
2 for all k.
Hence assume that a 0 and that for some It0, 0,: > 2. Since i+ i.:,
7, does not decrease as k increases, so that
> 2 for k k0. Thus, (ii)
must have the form

+ y:+,,:

2

la

+ ,:

for k

.

k0.

,.

m ask+ m. Thenby(i),&+ m as
Sinee # 0, this implies that y
Thus for sufficiently large /c (depending on 1), we have l,
k +
This inequality implies (iii).
ImMMa 4.12. For any there exists an integer K(l) such that {f k
K(/),

then
2

Proof.

This satement is equivalent to (iii), Iemma 4.1 I.

LMMa 4 l a. For every prime p, 7’, has finite index in T lp.

Proof. Since T, and TI, are p-primary groups of finite rank, it is sufficient
to prove that these groups have the same maximal divisible subgroup.
From Lemma 4.12 and Lemma 4.10 we obtain
Ia: + pB, fork
be the natural homomorphism of B onto B/pB. Then

n4J

Let

n4]e

+ pZn

n

n

,(Ja-)

for 1{: > K(1).

,(L),

Since

J#/p’B

t(Ja.)
we have for

n J,.

and ,(L)

by Lemma 4.6,

,(&)

(p-’T,)[p’I

and

> K(1)

L,/p’B

n

I,
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If j is the highest power of p dividing n4, then

-

(pk+’-T1)[pt-]
is isomorphic to a subgroup of (p-T)[p]. Let
j + 1. Then fo
k >= max 1K(1), j
l}, (pk--T1)[p] is isomorphic to a subgroup of
(p-J-T)[pj+l], which implies that the rank of p-lT1 does not exceed the rank
of p’-- T. By taking ]c so large that p- and pk--i exceed the orders of the
n4(pk-tT1)[p]

finite cyclic summands of T1 and T respectively, we conclude that the rank of
the maximal divisible subgroup of 7’1 does not exceed the rank of the maximal
divisible subgroup of T. On the other hand, T
7’1, and hence these maximal divisible subgroups coincide.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The only statement left to prove is that S (R) N has
finite index in A. By Lemma 4.2,

_,(R), Tlv/T,.
N)’ S1/S (S/B)/(S/B)
By Lemma 4.8, T1,/T, 0 for almost all p, and by Lemma 4.13, TI,/T, is
iinite for all p. Hence A/(S (R) N) is finite.
A/(S

(R)

5. Quotient-divisible groups
In this section we study quotient-divisible, or q.d., groups (see Definition
1.).
Denote by the class of all torsion groups T such that. T U (R) V, where
U is of bounded order and V is divisible. It is not hard to show that a torsion
group T belongs to if and only if T is quasi-isomorphic to a divisible group.
We collect a few useful properties of the groups T in

.

A torsion group 7’ is in
such that n T’ is divisible.

]EMMA 5.].

n >_

if and only if

Proof. Assume nT is divisible. Thea 7’

_-

nT

n7_

(R)

nT’

nT

there is an integer

T’, and

nT

(R)

(R)

nT".

Itcce nT’ 0. The converse is clear.
IAMA 5.2. Let S and T be in ). Suppose W is an extension of S by T.
Then W is in
Proof. Choose m and n >= 1 so that mS and nT are divisible. We show
is arbitrary. Then
mnW is divisible. Let x W, and suppose k _>_
S
nx
n(W/S) nT is divisible, so y nW exists such that nx ky e S.
Then nmx
mky eroS. Since nS is divisible, there exists z eros
nmS nrnW such that nmx inky ]oz. Thus, nmx k(z my), where
z mnW and my e mnW. Since x and ]c are arbitrary, mnW is divisible.
LMMA 5.3. If T is a homomorphic image of a group S in, then T is in
Proof. If is a homomorphism of S on T and nS is divisible, then n T
nO(S) (nS) is the homomorphic image of a divisible group, and hence is
divisible.

.

,

-

.
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We turn now to q.d. groups.
sidered are torsion-free.

Unless the contrary is stated, all groups con-

,

LEMMA 5.4. .If the torsion-free group A is an extension of a q.d. group B by
T in then A is a q.d. group.
Proof. Let C be a full subgroup of B such that C is free and B/C is in
Then A/C is an extension of B/C by T, and hence, by 5.2, belongs to
Thus,
A is a q.d. group.
COnOLLAnY 5.5. If A
B and B is a q.d. group, then A is a q.d. group.

a torsion group

Proof. By definition of

. .

, B is isomorphic to

a subgroup

B’ of A such that

A/B’ has bounded order.

-

LEMM 5.6. Suppose A is a q.d. group. Then A contains a full subgroup
B which is free and such that A/B is divisible.

Proof. Let F A be free and such that A/F C (R) D, with C bounded
and D divisible. LetB
{xeA x FeC/. Then B is a subgroup of A
0 for
D is divisible, and B/F C satisfies n(B/F)
containing F, A,/B
somen >= 1. ConsequentlyBnB
F, soBisfree.
It is clear that any free group is a q.d. group, and so is any divisible group.
Among the groups of rank one, the q.d. groups are precisely those of non-nil
type, that is, of type (al,a2, .-.) with all ai either 0 or
(see [13]). It
follows from 5.6 that an arbitrary direct sum of q.d. groups is a q.d. group.
The class of q.d. groups is not closed under homomorphisms since every group.
is the homomorphic image of a free group. However, a torsion-free homomorphic image of q.d. group of finite rank is a q.d. group, a fact which can
easily be deduced from the next lemma.

__

LnMMA 5.7. Suppose A is a q.d. group of finite ranl and B is any full subof A. Then A/B is in ).

group

l)roof. Let F be a full subgroup of A such that F is free and A/F is in ).
B.
Since F is finitely generated and B is full, there is an n >_- 1 such that nF
Since n(F/nF)
By 5.2, A/nF is in ). But nF B iraO, F/nF is in
plies A/B is a homomorphic image of A/nF. Therefore, A/B is in by 5.3.

.

COOLLY 5.8. A torsion-free homomorphic image of
finite rank is a q.d. group.

a q.d. group

A of

Proof. We prove an equivalent statement, namely, if B is a pure subgroup
of a q.d. group A of finite rank, then A/B is a q.d. group. Let C/B be a full
free subgroup of the torsion-free group A/B. Then C is a full subgroup of A.
Hence A/B is a q.d. group.
By Lemma 5.7, A/C
(A/B)/(C/B) is in

.

-

LEMMA 5.9. Let A be a torsion-free group of finite ranlc, and suppose B and
C are .full subgroups of A which are free. Then d (A/B)
d (A/C).
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Proof. Suppose first that B C. Since B is full and C is finitely genB. Because A is torsion-free,
erated, there is an n >- 1 such that nC
d(A/nC). Since the rank
A/C nA/nC n(A/nC), so that d(A/C)
of A is finite, the homomorphisms A/nC
A/B A/C induce homomorphisms d(A/nC)
d(A/B)
d(A/C). Thus, rk dp(A/C)
rk dp(A/nC) >= rk d,(A/B) >= rk dp(A,/C) for all p. Therefore, d(A/B)
d(A/C). To remove the restriction B C, note that B n C is full and free
and d(A/B)
d(A/B n C) d(A/C).
Our next objective is to construct a system of invariants for the quasi-isomorphism classes of finite-rank q.d. groups.
It is important to establish our notation carefully. Let Rp be the subring
of R consisting of all m/n with (n, p)
1. We have the inclusions

- - -

_ __ __

ZRRR ()

RZ ()

-

R

provided the obvious identifications are made.
As mentioned in the Introduction, we may restrict our attention to groups
which are full subgroups of a fixed rational vector space V of finite dimension.
For every rational prime p, form the R()-space V ()
V (R) R (’). We con()
sider V as an extension of V and assume that if p
q, the spaces V () and
(q)
()
V have only V in common. Since R contains Z, R,, R, and Z (p) as
subrings, V () can be regarded as a module over each of these rings. From
the inclusions Z
R R R (p) we get, for any subgroup A of V,

A R,A RA
V,
where, for any ring S R ("), SA is {-’ s,i xi sie S, xe A} (which in fact
reduces to {sxlseS, xeAl if Sc__ R). Also, if we denote A
then the inclusions R.
Z (")
R () yield R.A A() V ("). Note that
()
Z(")V
R(")RA
V since V is divisible. Also V()= R(")V
if A is full in V. Moreover in this ease
rkz(,)A (p).
dim V
rk A
dim,(,) V (")
LEMMA 5.10. A
f’I,R, A.
Proof. (See [12].) Let Jx {neZ[nxeA forafixedxeV}. Then J
is an ideal in Z which, if x R, A, contains an integer prime to p. Thus, if
xe[’l, RvA, thenJ (1) andxeA.
If X
{x,
x,} is a subset of V, denote by Z[X] the subgroup of V
generated by X. Let Z(v)[X] be the Z(P)-module in V (") generated by X.
Z()Z[X]. Since Z[X] is finitely generated, it is free. If
Clearly Z(’)[X]
also X spans V (over R), then Z[X] is a full subgroup of V. Conversely, any
free full subgroup A of V is of the form Z[X], where X can be taken as a
maximal independent subset of A.
LEMMA 5.11. Let A and B be subgroups of V. Suppose B is a full subgroup of A. Then (A/B),
R, A /R, B.
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Proof.

Consider the conmutative diagram

O--->B

0

-----)

A

A/B--O
4,’

Rv B ---> Rv A

--->

R A/R B

0

where i and the unlabeled maps are inclusions, and 4’ are the natural projections making the rows exact, and is defined uniquely by the requirement
of commutativity. First note that ker b
(A/B)q Indeed, if
x A, then 4x
0 if and only if ’ix
0, or, by exactness, if and only if
ixeRpB. Hence xeker
if and only if x
(1/m)y, where yeB and
1. This is clearly equivalent to mx
(m, p)
(A/B)
0, or x
We next prove that is onto. For this, it suitices to show ’i is onto, or,
A + R,B. Letr m/neR,,(n,p)
equivalently, RpA
1, andxeA.
ptl,
Since B is full in A, there is an integer lc
1 such that lcx e B. Let/
1. Then
where (1, p)
1. Choose u and v in Z to satisfy un + ypt

qep

qe,

(m/n)x

rx

mux

+

(my/nl)(kx) e A

It follows that induces an isomorphism of
is isomorphic to (A/B),) onto R A/R, B.

LEMMA 5.12. Let X
Let B
Z[X] and B ()

Ix1,

B (’)

Proof. Clearly A

_

+

+
+

aRA

A (’),

R,B.

R, A/R B (A/B),
B
R,A + B ()_C A (’). Suppose xeA’).
amy,whereyieA anda.eZ (). Choose so that
(’)

,
_,ky + (py)

pyeR, B fori
1,
,km in Z and

kl,

Then

B (’) n V

A(’)/B ()

(which

x,} be a maximal independent subset of A.

R,A +B ()

Hence,

ayl

(A/B)/(q, (JIB)q)

A /B ()
and

Thenx

_

Z(P)[X].

-+- R, B.

m.

-

This is possible since Bis full inA. Select
ptfji. Then
in Z () so that a
lc

e A + B (’). Clearly R,B_ B(’) RpA
V. If xeB () V, then x
rxi, where aie Z(p)
r R. Since X is independent, ai
r R Z () R,. Therefore x R, B.
DEFINITION 5.13. Let A be a subgroup of V. Define ,(A to be the maximal divisible subgroup of A ().

x

B ()

ax:

=

p+A (), and since the quotient
SinceR, Z ("), it follows that ti,(A
field of Z () is R (’)
RZ (), 5,(A is the maximal divisible submodule of A_ (’)
regarded as a Z(’)-module. Thus i,(A) is an R(P)-subspace of V (), and it
will always be so considered.
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LEMMA 5.14. Suppose A is
a maximal independent subset

V. Let X

a q.d. group in

of A

A (p) ,,(A) + Z(P)[X].
Proof. Let y A. Since A/Z[X] is divisible, we can find
in Z[X] such that y
and z0, zl,
py, + zo, yl
py2
jl mij xj Pot a:
mij pi. Then
Zi

=o

akj

so

lim a

where
y

exists in Z ().

Zo

e

ak+

Moreover, p+ divides a
k+lk
a

Z (). Define w

+ pz +

ax

we

=+ Z()[X],

,(A)

-

Then

zl

A
Let

in

yl, y2,
.’..

a, say

Then we hve

+ p z + p+ y+
]=ax]+ p

Thus y
that A

Z(’)[X].

Xn} be

Xl,

such that A/Z[X] is divisible.

p+lA

()

y+

w

+

,(A and y ,(A)

(y+

+ Z()[X].

=flx]).
This shows

and hence

The opposite inclusion is obvious.

COOLLhY 5.15. If A is a q.d. group in V and B is any free full subgroup
of A, then dim,() (A) rk (d(A/B)
Proof. By 5.6 and 5.9, we can assume that A/B is divisible. By 5.12

and 5.14.

(A/B) A()/B ()
(5(A
B (), being full in (A) and a subr. Then (A)
Let dim,()(A)
module of B (), is a free Z()-module of Z()-rank r. Let {y,
y} be a
Z()-basis of 5,(A) n B (). Then y,..., Yr} is an R()-basis of
That is,
(p)
Z()y
R()yr,
p(A) a B ()
(A) R()y
Yr,
(’)
and 5(A)/5(A) a B is a direct sum of r copies of R(’)/Z (’). By 5.12,
R()/Z () (R/Z), Z(p). Hence
rk ((A)/(A) B ())
rk (A/B)
r
dim,(,)(A).
The integer dim,(,) ,(A is what Kurosh [12] calls the reduced p rank of A.
Recall that if A and B are subgroups of the R-space V, we have defined
B if
(see Definition 1.7) A B if nA A a B for some n
1, and A
A BandBA. EvidentlyA BifndonlyifnA BandnB A

for some n
1.
partial ordering

The relation
is clearly an equivalence and
of the set of
equivalence classes. Since A

Bob-
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viously implies A
and B e 3.

B, if

LEMMA 5.16. If A
Proof. Let nA
Z()B B (p). Thus

,

e

,

we can define

B, then p(A

e if A

B for all A

ee

p(B) for all primes p.

__

-

Similarly,
If is a linear transformation of V, then (R) id" V (R) R (p)
V (R) R ()
is an R()-linear transformation of V (). We denote this mapping by 4() and
call it the transformation induced by

Coosmc 5.17. If A and B are quasi-isomorphic, full subgroups of
then there is a nonsingular linear transformation of V such that (’)p(A
5p(B) for all primes p.

V,

Proof. Let be a monomorphism of A into B such that nB CA B
for some n >__ 1 (so that A
B). By 2.4, extends to an isomorphism of
V on B*
A*
V, and clearly (P)(8(A)) 8(4A) p(B)by 5.16.
We have defined (A), the q.d. invariant of A in Definition 1.8.
DEFINITION 5.18. If z is in the set of
classes, define (r)
(A),
where A o-. Two q.d. invariants and are called similar if there is a nonp for all p.
singular linear transformation of V such that (P)

By 5.16, the definition of 8() is unambiguous. By 5.17, if A and B are
quasi-isomorphic full subgroups of V, then (A) and 8(B) are similar. The
relation of similarity is easily seen to be an equivalence. Indeed, this follows
are nonsingular linear
immediately from the observation that if and
transformations of V, then (4)()
(’)k (’) and (4-)() ((’))-t.

-

D.FNTION 5.19. Let be a q.d. invariant (see Definition 1.8). Suppose
X is any basis of V. Define
Z()[X] tip,
(i) N,x(8)
Vn
(ii) MpX()
f’lp MpX().
(iii) AX(5)

Note that X
of V.
[,EMMA 5.20.

AX (), so Z[X]

AX ()

If X and Y are any two bases of V, then A X(8)

Proof. Choose n >= 1 so that nx,
Z()[Y] for all p, and consequently nAX()
AX(8) for somem >= 1.
LEMMA 5.21. If is similar to and

A() .A().

V and AX (ti) is a full subgroup

,

if X and Y

are bases

A ’(8).

of V,

then
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Proof. Let 4 be

(P)5,

a nonsingular linear transformation of V such that
(X). Then W is a basis of V, and

forallp. LetW

Z()[W].

(")Z()[X]

Hence maps AX (5) isomorphically on A w (). By 5.20, AX (ti) A W () --"
AY(). Thus, AX(5) AY().
DEFINITION 5.22. Let 5 2. Define a(5) to be the
class containing the
group A X(5), where X is any basis of V.
By 5.20, z(5) depends only on 5, not on X. For the remainder of this section, we simplify our notation by writing Npx, Mpx, and A x instead of NX(5),
M,x (5), and A x (5) respectively.
LEMMA 5.23. (A x) () Np
Npx Z(P)[X] -t- tip, A x Npx, and Np
Proof. By definition
:*:
A so
Np
On the other hand, Z[X]
module, so Z(P)A
Z(’)A
It suffices to show 5 c_ Z(P)A x. If ytip, we can write y
p-t(alXl +
+ a,Xn),where X Ix1,-’" ,xnl and aiZ (p). Choose
(p),
so that a
Z
and
Z
ai -k pti for all i. Then
ai

__ _
x.

x.

A

x, it follows that

P-t(ax)
Moreover, if q

,

p-t(Eaixi)

y

Since X

x,

x.

+ Eixi.

x e Z(P)A x. Also,
y-- ixe(Sp+ Z(P)[X])

p, then p a z(q) so p-t ( a xi)
-t

p-t (E a x) Nqp iq
and finally y Z(’)A

X

I1

x

ip

A

x

e

a

Y

MpX.

z(q)[x] fl MqX

Thus

Z(P)A x,

x.

COnOLLAnY 5.24. A. x is a q.d. group.

Proof. Z[X]

(Ax/Z[X]),

(AX)(P)/Z(P)[X]

x.

By 5.12 and 5.23,
(Sp q- Z(P)[X])/Z(P)[X] 5p/(Sp

is a free full subgroup of A

which is the homomorphic image of a divisible group and therefore divisible.
x
Since this is true for all p, A is a q.d. group.
The correspondence established in the following theorem yields Theorem 1.9.

TUEOREM 5.25. The mappings ---> (r) and 5 --+ a(5) are inverse, orderpreserving correspondences between the lattice 2 of all q.d. in,ariants and the set
of all equivalence classes of full, q.d. subgroups of V. Moreover (r (r if
and only if 5(a) is similar to 5((r).
class z(5) consists of full q.d. groups. If
5.24 and 5.5, the
-<- z.in ,andifA zl,Bea,thenA Bea. Consequently,

Proof. By
a
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for all p. Thus t(al) _-< t(2). If 1 _-< 2 in 2, then clearly AX()
AX(.)
for any basis X of V. Thus 0"(il)
z
0"(2). We show next that a((z)
when is a class of a full q.d. subgroup A of V. By 5.6 ,there is a maximal
independent set X in A such that A/Z[X] is divisible. Since A is full, X is
a basis of V. By 5.14,

A (p)

ip(A) -t-

Z(’[X]

N,x((A)).

Hence
(R, A --b Z(P)[X])n V
R, A -b (Z(’)[X] n V) R, A --b
by 5.12. Finally, by using 5.10,
AX((d)) CI, R, A d.

M,x((A))

A () n V

R Z[X]

R, A

.

class of A, namely a. Now suppose
Thus, a(i())
a(i(A)) is the
Let X be any basis of V. Thus a(i) is the class of AX(i). By 5.23,
i

(AX) () Nx
d(Z(P)[X] -t- ,)

Hence (/t(a(/t))),
group of

Z(’)[X] -t-

+ Z()[X].
t,. Indeed, i, is a divisible sub-

i,, and

is a finitely generated Z(P)-module, and hence reduced (since any factor module
of Z (’) is either Z () or a finite cyclic group). Finally a e if and only if i(a
is similar to i(e) by 5.17, 5.21, and what we have just shown.
Remark. The proof establishes somewhat more than is stated, namely,
every full q.d. group in V is of the form Ax((A) for a suitable choice of X.
To conclude this section, we interpret the decomposability of a full subgroup A of V in terms of the q.d. invariant i(A). We will say that a group
B (R) C, where B and C are groups, neither of
A is quasi-decomposable if A
which is quasi-isomorphic to the zero group (i.e., of bounded order). If A
is not quasi-decomposable, then we say, following Jdnsson [11], that A is

strongly indecomposable.

_

LEMMA 5.26. Let A be a full subgroup of V. Then A is quasi-decomposable
if nonzero subspaces U and W exist in V such that V U (R) W and
p(A
(A n U () (R) p(A n W ()

and only

for all primes p.
Proof. Suppose A

is quasi-decomposable. Then clearly A contains independent subgroups B and C such that B (R) C has finite index in A. Let
U (R) W. Moreover, if n->- l is such that
U RB, W RC. Then V
(R)
nA B C, then

nA ()
Therefore

(B

(R)

C) ()

B ()

(R)

C ()

A ().
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d(A (’))

a(A

d(B ()

(R)

C (’))

d(B (’)) (R) d(C (’))
,(C) d(nA ()) d(A ())

a(B) (R)
,(A).
Since U
(B) and U n (C)
0, the modular lw gives (B)
6(A) n U (). Similarly, 6,(C)
6"(A) n W (). To prove the converse,
note that by Theorem 1.9, full q.d. subgroups B
U nnd C W exist such
that 6(B)
(A) n U (’) and 6,(C)
6(A) n W (’) for all p. By the
()

()

first part of the argument nd our hypothesis,

a(B @ C) a(B) @ a(C) a(A) n U () @ a,(A) n W ()
for allp. Hence, by l.9 again, A
B @ C, andA B @ C.
COROLLARY 5.27. Let A be a full subgroup of V such that for some prime p,
,(A is one-dimensional over R (). Assume that for this p and for some basis
x} of V, a,(A contains Xl +
xi
+ x where the p-adic numbers
are rationally independent. Then A is strongly indecomposable.
1,
Proof. Suppose otherwise. By 5.26, V U @ W, where U and W are

,

nonzero subspaces and

a(A)
a,(A) n U () a,(A) n W ().
U (), or a,(A)
Since a,(A) is one-dimensional, either a,(A)
W (’). Thus
(’)
such
there exist Yi
with
in
in
r
n
that
R
V,
<
Yr

,

=cx.

=c.

Sincer < n, thereisa nonLety
Thena.i
O. But then
trivial rational solution (d,..., d) of lCd
the
assumed
to
rational
contrary
independence.
0,
da

1

5.

Qotient-divisib]e

Now we resume the study of torsion-free rings, making use of the results
obtained in the last section. Our notation and viewpoint is a continuation of
that introduced in Section 5. Thus we will be concerned with full subrings
A of a rational algebra T. It follows that T is the algebra type of A.
Throughout this section, T is rtional algebra of finite order with an
identity element. If K is a subfield of the center of T and C is a subring of
K, we hve defined C-basis of T over K (Definition 1.11). Note that if C
is a full subring of K, and if X is any basis of T relative to K, then there is
an integer n
I such that nX
{nx]x e X} is a C-basis of T over K. A
basis of T relative to R will be called a basis of T.
LEMMA 6.1. U K and F are subfields q( the center q( T with F K, and if
X is a basis of T relative to K and Y is a basis of K relative to F, then
is a basis

of T relative to F.

.
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Proof. If i. ai. x y. 0 with a:. F, thensince all y belong to the center
of T and the set X is independent over K, all the sums
a. y. are zero.
Therefore all a. are zero. Clearly XY spans T over F.
COIOLLAnY 6.2 If X {xl
x,I is a basis of T over K, then X is also
(*’)
()
(’).
(R)
T
K
over
K
R
of
Proof. If Y is a basis of K, then XY is a basis of T. By the definition of
T (’) XY is also a basis of T () over R () and Y is a basis of K () over R
Thus X is a basis of T () over K ().
Proof of Theorem 1.10. Clearly A () Z(’)A is(p)a subring of T (p). Suppose
y ,,(A
d(A (*’)) and z T (). Then ptz A for some t, since A is full
in T and Rp
Z (). Also, for any k, p-(+t)y d(A (0)) by divisibility. Hence
(p)
-k
for arbitrary l. Thus zy d(A ())
p(A). Similarly,
p zy A
yz 5(A). Therefore ti(A) is an ideal. To prove the converse, we will
show that for any Z-basis X of T, the group A x(ti) is a subring of T. Note
Z(*’)Z[X] is
that since X is a Z-basis, Z[X] is a subring of T, and Z()[X]
subring of T (). Since i is an ideal by assumption,
a basis

N,,X()N,X()

(Z(v)[X] + iv)(Z()[X] +
Z(,’)[X]Z(,’)[X] + Z(o)[X] + Z()[X] +
co_ Z(")[X] +
Nf (

,

,,

,

x
N,,x 6 n T
llence, N,,x (6) is a subring of T (). Consequently, M,, (6)
x
x
is a subring of T, and finally A (6)
f),, M,, (6) is also a subring of T. SupB. Then subrings of
pose A and B are full q.d. subrings of T such that A
B exist, together with a ring isomorphism of
finite index C c A and D
C on D. The extension of to T is an automorphism by 2.4. Moreover,
by 5.16,
*(’)6(A) *()i(C) i(D) i(B).

*

Conversely, let be an automorphism of T such that ()i(A)
it(B) for
allp. ChooseaZ-basisXof Tandlet Y CX. Then YisalsoaZ-basis
of T. Thus, A x(i(A)) and A(i(B)) are subrings of ’, and is an isoAx(6(A)),
morphism of A((A)) on A((B)). By Theorem 1.9, A
B Ar(ti(B)). Thus,

A

Ax((A))

(Note that C =" D implies C
index in both C and D.)
COROLLARY 6.3.
q.d. subrings

of full
of T (7’).
l>roof. We

-

Ar(5(B))

B.

D for subrings of T, since C n D has finite

classes
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the
an
ideal
is
the
which
and
invariants
7’
every
q.d.
for
of

use Theorem 1_.1_0 and Theorem 5.25.
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In the remainder of this section we will use Theorem 1.10 to complete our
reduction of rings of simple algebra type to rings of field type. Recall the
definition of the subring C[X] of T given in 1.11.
LEMMA 6.4. Let K be a subfield of the center of the rational algebra T which
contains the identity of T; let C and be full subrings of K; let X be a C-basis
and f( a -basis of T over K finally let A be a subring of T.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

.

If C

C, then C[X]

IrA

C[X], then C
C[X], then A

If A

C[X].
A n K.
C[X] where C

C.

-

Proof. The verification of (i) is routine, and we omit it. To prove (ii),
let X be a C-basis of T over K such that a multiple of the identity element of
T is in say n 1 e
Then by (i), A C[X] C[.], and hence A n K
C. To prove (iii), note that there is an isomorphism
C[X] r K nC
of a subring of finite index of C[X] onto a subring of finite index of A. Thus
for some n => 1, nC[X] is a subring of finite index of A. By Lemma 2.4,
extends to an automorphism of T, and nC[X] *nC[X] n(*C)[*X].
Thus A
(*C)[*X] where *C C.
It follows from 6.4 (ii) that if A
C[X], then C is uniquely determined
up to by A and K. By 6.4 (ii) and (iii), if A
C[X], then C C --" A K,
so that C
A a K. In this case C is determined up to by A and K. This
remark justifies the following terminology.

,

*

DEFINITION 6.5. A full subring A of T is said to be induced from K, where
K is a subfield of the center of T containing the identity of T, if A -== (A K)[X],
where X is an A r K)-basis of T over K.
It follows from 6.4 that A is induced from K if and only if A C[X], where
C is a full subring of K and X is a C-basis of T over K. When A
C[X],
we say C induces A.
If A is induced by C, the A is determined up to quasi-isomorphism by C,
and the structure of T, considered as an algebra over K. Because the theory
of simple rational algebras has been so thoroughly worked out (see [1, Chapter
XI] and [8, Teil VIII), the result contained in Theorem 1.12 represents a substantial simplication of the theory of torsion-free rings of simple algebra type.

LEMMA 6.6. Let K be a subfield of the center of the rational algebra T which
contains the identity of T, and let A be a full subring of T. Then there exists an
(A K)-basis X of T over K such that X A and (A K)[X] is a subring
q( A. If A is induced from K, then (A K)[X] has finite index in A.

Proof. Since A is full in T, A a K is full in K, and there is a basis X of
T over K with the stated properties. Then since A n K is contained in the
center of T and X is an (A K)-basis, (A K)[X] is a subring of A. If
A
(A K)[X] for some n >_- 1, and since A has
(A n K)[X], then nA
finite rank, A/(A K)[XI is finite.
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LEMMA 6.7. Let K be a subfield of the center of the rational algebra T which
contains the identity of T. Let A be a full q.d. subring of T, and B a full subring
of K. Then B induces A if and only if ,(B) generates 5,(A) for all p (that

T()(B) ).
Proof. Let g T()(B)

is, ,(A

for all p. Let Y be a Z-basis of K, and let.
{xi,
,xr}bea(B n Z[ Y] -basis of T over K. ThenXYisaZ-basis
of T by 6.1. Moreover, by 6.2 and 1.10

X

-

5v(B)x

+ v(B)xr.

+

Again by 6.2 and 1.10,

A

()
(p [(ip(B)

AssumeA

(

+ z Ix Y])
()

Z(P)[Y])

T]
,’1K])Xl (

B[X]. ThenA ="
by 1.9. Conversely, if i(A)

-

Z(P)[Y]) n K)xr
(A’((B)))[X] B[X].
AXY(),and therefore6(A) (AXr())
A. This
then B[X]
AxY(5(A))
)

(p [(($p(B)

,

proves the lemma.

COROLLARY 6.8. Let A be a full q.d. subring of 7.’. Then A is induced from
K if and only if there is an ideal p of K () such that (A
T(’) for each p.
Proof. If such an ideal exists, by 1.10, there is a full subring B of K such
for all primes p. By 6.7, B induces A. Conversely, if
that i,(B)
A
by 6.7.
(A K)[X], then A a K induces A, and 6(A K)
THEOREM 6.9. Let A be a full subring qf the simple rational algebra T with
center F. Then for each prime p, there exists a unique idempotent e, in F ()
such that ti(A
e T (’). Moreover, A is induced from a subfield K of F if
and Only if e, K () for all p.
Proof. By standard theorems on associative()algebras (in particular [10, p.
T (R) R is a semisimple R()-algebra
lS], [8, p. 7], and [2, p. 29]), T (’)
with center F (’), and the two-sided ideal t(A) has a unique idempotent generator e, belonging to F (’). If e K () where K is a subfield of F, then

K ())e, is an ideal of K (). Consequently A is induced from K by
where g,
6.8. Conversely, if A is induced from K, then by 6.8, ti,(A)
T(’),, where
is an ideal of K (). Hence, g,
K () where is an idempotent of K (p).
Therefore

,

, ,

i,(A

,

T()K ()

T ()

and by uniqueness e
The proof of Theorem 1.12 is now complete since by 6.9, A is induced from
F, and the result follows from Lemma 6.6.
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Proof of Theorem 1.13. Suppose A admits a multiplication of type T. We
may assume that A is (the additive group of) a full subring of T. By Theorem
(R) Cr,
1.12, A contains a subring of finite index which is of the form C1 @
where Ci
Cxi with C the center of A and x # 0 in A. Since T is simple
and C is in the center, the mapping c
cx is an isomorphism of C on C:.
Moreover C*
RC
F, so C is a ring of algebra type F. Conversely, if
(R) Cr, C;
A C1 (R)
C, and C admits a multiplication of algebra type
F, then A admits a multiplication of algebra type T. For if X is a C-basis of
T over F, then C[X] is a full subring of T which is isomorphic as a group to
(R) C. Thus by 2.7, A admits a multiplication of algebra type T.
C1 (R)

-

a

COROLLARY 6.10. If 7’ is a central simple rational algebra of order r, then
torsion-free group A admits a multiplication of algebra type T if and only if A

_

is quasi-isomorphic to a direct sum

of r isomorphic non-nil groups of rank one.

For if T is central simple, its center is R by definition, and a torsion-free
group admits a multiplication of algebra type R if and only if it is rank one
and non-nil [5]. We will show in Section 9 that "quasi-isomorphic" can be
replaced by "isomorphic" in 6.10.
LEMMA 6.11. If K and L are subfields of the center F of the simple rational
K () r L (’).
algebra T, then (K n L) ()
xl,’", Xr} be a
Proof. Clearly (Kn L) (’) K () a L (’). Let X
basis of K over K a L, and Y
y.} a basis of L over K a L, such
{y,
that x y
1. Then {x, x,
y} is linearly independent
Xr, y,
over K a L. Hence, this set is also linearly independent over (K a L) (’) by
6.2. Now suppose u K () L (’). Then
U

By the independence, z

i-I

w

Zi Xi

0ifi
u

i=1

Wi Yi,

> landzt

(K [1 L) (p)
u. Hence

Zi

wl

Wi

(K n L) (’).

THnOnM 6.12. Let A be a ring of algebra type T, where T is a simple rational algebra. Then there is a unique smallest subfield of the center of T from
which A is induced.

Proof. We use 6.9 and 6.11.
We shall call K the smallest field of definition of A

if A is induced from K,
but not from any proper subfield of K. Our results show that the search for
rings of semisimple algebra type can be narrowed down to the rings A of field
type K where K is the smallest field of definition of A.

7. The automorphisms of rings of field type
In keeping with our point of view we extend the notion of automorphism.
The extension is based on the following.
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LEMMA 7.1. Let A be a full subring of the algebraic number field K. Let
be an automorphism of K. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) A "-A.
(iN) A contains a subring B of finite index such that the restriction of to B
is an automorphism.

(iii)

<P),(A)

tip(A)

Proof. Suppose A
duction,

nJA

morphism.

4JA.

for all primes p.

,

A. Then for some n _>- 1,
Let/c be the order of that is,

nA c_ A, and by in-

4k is the identity auto-

Define

AnAn

B

Then B is a subring of A, and

nk-lA.

n-lA

B. Moreover,
B.
n 4A
4)B 4)A n 42A n
Hence defines an automorphism of B. Thus (i) implies (iN). By 1.10, (iN)

implies

4(P)ti,(A)

4(P)tip(B)

tip(B)

p(A).

Also by 1.10, (iii) implies (i).
DEFINITION 7.2. Let A be a torsion-free ring of algebra type K, where K is
an algebraic number field. Let B and B’ be subrings of finite index in A, and
let and
be automorphisms of B and B’ respectively. Define
if
B
n
B’
b
4’ B n B’. The equivalence classes of automorphisms under the
are called quasi-automorphisms of A. The set of quasiequivalence relation
isomorphisms of A will be denoted
This definition, while logically sound and intrinsic, is somewhat cumbersome. We can simplify the notion of quasi-automorphism by making the
identification suggested by the next observation.
[,EMMA 7.3. If and
are respectively automorphisms of B and B’, subgroups of finite index in A, then
(’)* on A*. The
if and only if
induces a one-to-one correspondence between @ and a subgroup
mapping
of the automorphism group ) q[ K. This subgroup consists of all e (R) such
A.
that A
This lemma is a simple consequence of 2.4 and 7.1. Henceforth (R) will
be identified with a subgroup of @, and we will restrict our considerations to
the full subrings of a fixed field K. By making this identification, it follows
that if A
B, then @ @., and if A B, then @ and @, are conjugate
subgroups of IN (by 7.1 and 1.10). This is the reason for considering quasiautomorphisms rather than automorphisms.
In general, @ is a proper subgroup of @. By 7.1, a necessary and sufficient
condition for an automorphism to belong to @ is (P)tip(A)
p(A) for
epK(P)withepidempotent, then4()a,(A)
all primes p. If ip(A)
is equivalent by the uniqueness of e, to 4(’)ep
e,. Hence, by 6.8

’

-

’

*

’

’

*

.
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COROLLAItY 7.4. If is an automorphism o.f K which leaves every element
of the smallest field of definition of A fixed, then induces a quasi-automorphism
of A.
The converse of this corollary is true under the assumption that K is a normal field. To prove this fact requires a simple lemma.

-

LEMMA 7.5. Let K be a normal algebraic number field, and let F be a subfield
of K. Let @ be the group
of automorphisms of K which leave all elements of F
.fixed. Suppose z K () satisfies ()z z for all @. Then z F (’).
a, x,,,
x..} be a basis of K, and write z al x +
Proof. Let Ix1,
i e

R (). Then for any

(t,

Summing over the r elements
Z

where

_

Oll Wl

wi

of @y and dividing by r gives
.A[..

(1/r)

_Jr_

OI.n Wn,

v kxi

Clearly, ifte@, thenwi
wi. Hencew:eFh)ralli, andze
THEOnEM 7.6. Let K be a normal algebraic number field. Let A be a .full
subring of K. Let F be the smallest field of definition of A. Then the group o;
quasi-aulomorphisms of A is precisely the group of F-automorphisms of K.

Proof. Let @ be the group of all quasi-automorphisms of A, considered as
K. Let L be the fixed field of
e, K (’), wheree, isidempotent.
(R). Hence, by 7.5,
By 7.1 and the uniqueness of e,, ()e, e, for all
e, e L (). By 6.9, this implies that A is induced from L. Consequently,
L F. Therefore @ is the group of F-automorphisms of K.
COROLLARY 7.7. I.f A is a ring of algebra type K, where K is an algebraic
number field, and if K is the smallest field of definition of A, then ( is the identity
group. In particular, A has no nontrivial automorphisms.
Proof. Let L be an extension of K which is normal. Let B A[X], where
X is an A-basis of L over K. Then it is easy to show by using 6.9 that K is
the smallest field of definition of B. If is an automorphism of K which belongs to @, then extends to an automorphism of L, and the extension belongs to @,, since if e, is the idempotent generator of i,(A), it is also the
idempotent generator of ti,(B)
,(A)L (’), and (’)e, e,. Hence, by 7.6,
the extension of is a K-automorphism of L. Thus, is the identity.
a subgroup of the group of automorphisms of

@. ThenL

F byV.4. Suppose i,(A)

8. Examples of rings of field type
If K is an algebraic number field, the structure of K ()
K
determined in a variety of ways.

(R)

R (’) can be
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LEMMA 8.1. Let K R(0), where 0 is a root
which is irreducible over R. Let

(x)

k(x)

f(x)

where the fi(X) are distinct polynomials with
ducible over R (p). Then

K ()

of the rational polynomial f(X)

coecients in R

(p)

4- K,,

K 4-

where

R(p)

Ki

--

Kit,
K
of fi(X), lf is an ideal of K (’), then
f,:r and k f/h. Let the degree of h be s.
< it. Let h fl

with Oi a root

il <

which are irre-

Then

t;( e), e( e),

of 5.

.form
Proof. Let ki
a basis

]% is 1,

of ki

fi-i fi+i

f
SO

we can write

11 ]l

1

Thus, for any m(0) e K (), we have

-

...,
f.q

-’( e)

Then the greatest common divisor
-J[-

l k.

q-m(O)l,(O)k,(e).
m(O)l(e)l(e) -k
m(e)
(,)
Note that ki(O)lc(O)
0 if i # j, since 1 k. is divisible byf. Thus, by (,),

Hence, K (’) is the direct

Ki generated by the orthogonal
e/(e)k(e), and
0/(0)(). Then el
0. Hence K
R()(t). (Note that

sum of the ideals

idempotents/(e)(0). Let

f(O.)

f.(O)l(O)l(O)

e:

()()

,...

0,

--

0"- are linearly independent over
/(0)[/(0)] and 1,
R ().) To prove the last part of the lemma, note that/ is the greatest common divisor of {kii
mr ]Cir and
]Ci.l. Thus, k m t +
since k(t)

()

m(),,()((e)(e))

+

+ mr(O)li,.(O)(lir(O)]Cir(O)) K

K.

On the other hand, every lc is a multiple of/c, so ti is the principal ideal gen0 if the degree of m
0 and m(O)k(O)
erated by k(O). Since h(O)lc(O)
is less than s, we conclude that k(O), Ok(O),
O-]c(O) is a basis of
COROLLARY 8.2. Let A be a torsion-free ring of algebra type K, where K is
an algebraic number field. Suppose that for some prime p, ,(A is one-dimensional over R (). Then A + is strongly indecomposable.
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Proof. Let K
nomial f(X).

there are an

a

R(0), where 0 is a root of the irreducible rational polyBy 8.1 and the assumption that ip(A) is one-dimensional,
(v)
eR
and an R(V)-polynomial/c(X) such that

(X- c)tc(X)
f(X)
and/c(0) is a basis of tire(A). Let
.f(x) x + c X n-1 +
and

-

k(X)

Then solving for 1, 2,
’1

Cl

"[2

X ’-

+ w X ’-- +

-1

Or2 "t- Cl O @- C2

+c
+

gives
’n--1

OZ

n--1

-CI O

n--2

-t- Cn--1

It follows that {,1, ,2,
’n--1 1} is a linearly independent set over R.
For otherwise, a would be a root of a nonzero rational polynomial of degree
less than n, and this polynomial would then divide f(X), contradicting irreducibility. Consequently, by 5.27, A + is strongly indeeomposable.
For the application of 8.1, it, is useful to have a criterion for the faetorization
of a rational polynomial in R (p). Such criteria exist when f(X) has integral
coefficients. A fairly complete discussion of these can be found in [16, Chapter III]. For our purposes, the following very special result will suffice.
LEMMA 8.3. Let f(X) be a monic polynomial with coecients in Z. Let p
be a prime which does not divide the discriminant off(X). Suppose a is an integer such that f(a) =- 0 mod p. Then there exists a R (), congruent to a
rood p, such that f (a)
O.
Proof. Since p does not divide the discriminant of f, the roots of f(X)
modulo p are distinct. Thus, Hcnsel’s lemma applies to the factorization
f(X) =- (X a)h(X) mod p and gives the conclusion.
THEOREM 8.4. If K is an algebraic number field, then there exists a ring A
of algebra type K such that A + is strongly indecomposable. In fact there are 2 s
such rings, no two

of which are quasi-isomorphic.

Pro@ Let K R(O), where 0 is the root of the rational monte irreducible
polynomial f(X). We can suppose 0 is an algebraic integer, so that the coefficient of f(X) are integers. We can also assume K
R, so f(X) is not
a constant polynomial. Then the set of prime divisors of the integers of the
form f(a), a Z, is infinite [14, p. 82]. In particular, there are a prime p and
0 mod p and p does not divide the diseriminant
an integer a such that f(a)
of f(X). If p is such a prime, then f(X)
c)k(X) in R (’) by 8.3.
(X
()
Hence by 8.1, K has a one-dimensional ideal J. For each q.d. invariant ti
0 or K (q) if q
with the property tiq
J, there is a full subring
p and ti,
A of K such that ti ti(A) by 1.10. By ’8.2 such a ring is strongly indeeomposable. Since there are 2 nonsimilar q.d. invariants satisfying these con-
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ditions, there are 2 e non-quasi-isomorphic strongly indecomposable full subrings of K.
Lemma 8.1. gives some information on the problem of when a torsion-free
group will admit a multiplication of field type.

COROLLARY 8.5. Let K R(O), where 0 is a root of the irreducible rational
polynomial f(X) of degree n. Then a torsion-free group A admits multiplication
of algebra type K if and only if A is a q.d. group q( ranlc n and there is a distinguished basis Xo xl
x,__l of A* such that for every prime p, either G(A
O,
or G(A
A*(P), or there is a basis Zo
z8_1 of ,(A such that
where

G(X) vo + w X +
+v
is a factor of f(X) with coefficients in R p).

X -’-1

+X

-

Proof. The necessity follows from 4.9 and 8.1. Conversely, if such bases
0 "- induces a vector space
x,,_
exist, then the mapping x0 --* 1, x --, 0,
isomorphism of A* on K in such a way that each (P)ti,(A) is an ideal of
K (p). Consequently, by 1.10, A is quasi-isomorphic to full subring of K.
In the case n 2, the criterion of 8.5 can be simplified to a reasonably effective test for groups of rank two to admit multiplication of quadratic field
type.
THEOEM 8.6. Let A be a torsion-free group of ranlc two. Let {x0, x} be
an independent pair of elements in A. Let a be a square-free integer. Then A
admits a multiplication of algebra type R(v’a) if and only if A is a q.d. group
and there exist rational numbers r and s with s # 0 such that for every p, either
6p(A) is zero or (A*) (p), or G(A) is one-dimensional and if aXo
Bxl is in
6p(A ), then

+

+

O.
Proof. Suppose A admits a multiplication of algebra type R(v’a). Then
by 8.5, A is a q.d. group and there exists a basis {y0, y} of A* such that for
0 or tip(A)
every prime p, either G(A)
(A*) (P), or G(A) is one-dimen-}- X is a factor of
sional and there is a z e G(A) with z
3’y0 q- y, where
s0x0q-slx,
a. We can writey0
X
a, thatis, v
r0x0 q-rx,y
0. Then if G(A) is onewhere r0, r, So, s are rational and r0 s
rl So
h(,r0 q- So), fl
dimensional, its elements will be aXo q- flx, where a
),(vr q- Sl) with X R (p). A simple computation shows that
a

2raft

(r

sa)fl

,

a

2raft q- (r

sa)fl

O,

where

aror)/(s

ar)

O.
and s
(ros
rso)/(sl
ar)
Since this transformation of variables can be reversed, the argument can be
turned around to obtain the converse result.

r

(sos
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9. Direct decompositions
The problem considered in this section is that of determining when a quasidecomposition of a group can be replaced by a direct sum decomposition.
The chief tool in the investigation is 9.6 below, a generalization of a theorem
due to Baer.
We introduce some standard notation [13; Section 30]. Let h,(x, A) denote
the p-height of the element x in thegroup A. By definition 0 -< h,(x, A) <is
A function x on the set of all primes with values in the set
0, 1, 2,
called a characteristic. The characteristic of the element x in A is the function xA(x) defined by [xA(x)](p)
h,(x, A). Addition and ordering of characteristics is defined componentwise. An equivalence relation is defined on
the set of all characteristics by the condition x
if and k differ on at most
finitely many primes and these differences, if any, are all finite. The equivalence class of a characteristic : is called its type and is denoted 2. In particular, we write r (x) for x (x). When there is no danger of confusion, we omit
reference to A in the notation andwrite h(x), (x), r(x) for h(x, A), x(x),
and r (x) respectively. If U is a torsion-free group of rank one, every nonzero element of U has the same type which is designated (U). It is clear
that x Xl, k kl implies x k Xl + kl This observation justifies the
definition of sums of types"
(x ). Define 2 _<- { if there exists
xl
x and kl m with x _-< h. This relation is a partial ordering of the
The following
set of types, and it has the property that x =< implies 2 =<
properties of the types of elements in a torsion-free group A are easily proved"
B implies TA(X)
rB(X), and
r(x) if n is a nonzero integer; A
r(nx)
equality holds if A is a pure subgroup of B. If A is a ring,

,

+
:+

+

_

.

.

+ r(y);
>= r(y).

r(xy) >- r(x)

>- ’(z) and r(xy)
LEMMA 9.1. Let A be a torsion-free group, and let A’ be a subgroup of A
such that nA _c A’ for some n => 1. Then for any x A’, r,(x)
r.(x).
Proof. Since A is torsion-free, a na is an isomorphism of A onto nA

in particular, r(xy)

Thus,

_

-

r(nx) <= r,(nx) r,(x) <- r(x).
U imCOROLLARY 9.2. If U is a torsion-free group of rank one, then A
U. (See [3].)
plies A
LEMMA 9.3. Let A be a torsion-free group containing independent subgroups
B and C such that nA B C for some n >= 1. Assume that C is pure in A
and that the rank of B is finite. Then B + C has finite index in A.
Proof. Since C is pure in A, nA C nC. Using this identity and the
fact that A is torsion-free gives

-

rA(x)
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nA/(nB + nC) nA/(nB + nAn C)
(hA + nB + C)/nB + C
nA/nA (nB + C)
(B + nB + C)/(nB + C) BIB (nB + C).
Thus, A/(B + C) is a subgroup of a homomorphic image of a group of finite
rank. Hence .4/(B + C) has finite rank. But it also has bounded order and

A/(B

+ C)

-

is therefore finite.

LEMMA 9.4. Let B and C be independent subgroups of a torsion-free group A.
Suppose B’ and C’ are the smallest pure subgroups of A containing B and C
B + C for some
respectively. Then B’ and C’ are independent. If nA
n >= 1, then B
B’ and C C’.
Pro@ Let xeB’ n C’. Then for some m >= 1, mxeB, mx eC; hence
mxeB a C
0 since A is torsion-free. Also, nB’ + nC’
0, and x
nA B + C implies
nB’ nB’ + nC’ B’
nB’ + nC’ B’
(B+C) nB’ B+ (CnB’) B.
C.
Similarly, nC’
THeOreM 9.5. Let A be a torsion-free group. Let U and C be independent
1 and that
subgroups of A such that A -+- U + C. Assume that rk U
U’ (R) C’ where C’ C, C’ C, and
-( U) <= r(y) for all y eC. Then A
U’
U. Moreover, if C is pure in A, then C C’.
Proof. Lemmas 9.4 and 9.2 reduce the proof to the case that both C and
UarepuresubgroupsofA. By9.3, A/(U + C) isfinite. Thus, thetheorem
will follow by induction if we can prove it when A/( U + C) is cyclic of prime

-

order p.

_ _

Henceforth assume that this is the case.

(1) IfzA, zcU+C, andifpz x+ywithxU, yeC, thenhv(x)
0. This follows immediately from the purity of U and C.
hv(y)
(2) There is an element w, A, w U + C, such that pw b + e, where
beU, cC, and h(b) <- h,(e) for all primes q. To prove this, let zeA,
zCU+ Cbearbitrry, andletpz x+ywithxU,yC. Thenh()
0 by (1). From the assumption that (U) _-< ,(y), it follows that
hv(y)
there is some b U such that x(b) =< x(x) and x(b) =< (y). Since the rank
of U is one, there is an integer m such that x
rob. Because h,(x)
O, p
cannot divide m. Choose integers u and v so that um + pv
1. Put
w
uz + vbande
uyC. Sinceuisprimetop, wAandwcU+ C.
Also h(b) <__ h(e) for all q. Finally, pw puz + pvb u(mb + y) + pvb
b+c.
(3) Let U’ be the smallest pure subgroup of A containing wo Then
U’ n C 0. In fact, b 0, so the subgroup of A generated by w is independent of C, and therefore so is U’ by 9.4.
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U’

+C

A. To prove this, letzeA. Thenz- kweU+ Cfor
U’ -t- C. Suppose then that
some integer/c. Hence, it suttices to prove U
z is a nonzero element of U. Since rk U
1, integers m and n exist satisfying
(m, n) 1 and mz nb. Thus, m dividesb, so, sincehq(b) <- hq(c) for all q,
m also divides c in C. That is, there is an element y C such that c
my.
Thus, mz nb n(pw c) npw mny, or npw m(z + ny). By the
C.
purity of U’, it follows that z ny U’, and consequently z e U’
U’ (R) C, so U’
(5) U’--- U. For by (3) and (4), A
A/C
U. Moreover p(A/C)
U,
(U (R) C)/C
(U (R) C)/C. Hence U’
U by 9.2.
which implies U’
COROLLAIY 9.6. Let A be torsion-free and U1,
U C an independent
(R) U (R) C.
set of subgroups of A with each U of ranlc one and A
U1 (R)
Assume that
-(UI) <= -(U2) <=
<= -(U) <= -(y)
(R) U,’ @ C’,where Ui’’ Ui,C’ "-C
UI’ (R)
for all yeC. Then A
(and C’ C if C is pure in A ).
The corollary is obtained from 9.5 by induction on n. In case C
0, 9.6
follows from the results of Baer [3, Theorem 10.2 and Corollary 3.9]. Baer
also shows that the restriction r( U1) <= r( U2) <<= r( U) is essential.

(4)

-

-

The application of 9.6 to torsion-free rings is based on two simple facts.

LEMMA 9.7. If A is a torsion-free ring of algebra type T, where T is simple,
r(y) for all nonzero x and y in A.
Proof. Since T is simple, there exist z and w in T such that zxw y.
Choose positive integers m and n so that mze A, nw e A. Then r(y)
r(mny)
r(mzxnw) >= r(x). Similarly, r(x) >= r(y).
then r(x)

.

LEMMA 9.8. Let T be a rational algebra of finite order with a left (right)
(R)
be a Wedderidentity and radical ]9 such that T/i is simple. Let T
Let A be a ring of algebra
burn decomposition of T with the identity of T in
type T, and put S A c N A a f Then for any nonzero x S and any

,

yeN, v(x) _-< r(y).

Proof. Note that S is pure in A. Choose n _>- 1 so that ne e A, where e is
the identity of T. Then ne S, so by 9.7 and the purity of S, v(x)
-(ny)= v(y).
rs(ne) r(ne) =< r((ne)y)
rs(x)
COROLLARY 9.9. If A is a finite-rank, torsion-free ring of simple algebra
type T, whose smallest field of definition is R (in particular, if T is central simple
over R ), then A is isomorphic as a group to a direct sum of isomorphic non-nil
ranis-one groups.

Proof. We use 9.7, 6.6, 6.10, and 9.6.
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COROLLARY 9.10. Let T be a rational algebra with a left (right) identity and
radical such that T/2 is a central simple R-algebra. Let N
n A, where
A is a ring of algebra type T. Then N is a group direct summand of A.

Proof. If we note that N is a pure subgroup of A, the corollary follows from
9.8, 6.10, and 9.6.
Example 9.11. The study of torsion-free rings of rank two was initiated in
[4]. We now consider these rings in the light of our preceding theory. Among
the algebras of order two, the only simple ones are the quadratic fields. The
groups admitting a multiplication of this algebra type were characterized in
8.6. The only nonsimple, semisimple rational algebra of order two is R 4- R.
By 3.4, a group A admits of this algebra type if and only if A
U1 @ U,,
where U1 and U2 are non-nil rank-one groups. There are four isomorphieally
distinct algebras of order two with one-dimensional radical [7]. They can be
described in terms of a distinguished basis, zl, z2 with the following multiplication tables:
Zl

Zl g2

Z2 Zl

I
II

z

0

zl

z

0
0

IIl

z

0

IV

y

z

z
z

0
0
0
0

By 1.4, a rank-two torsion-free group A which admits any one of the multiplications is quasi-isomorphic to a direct sum U1 @ U2 of two rank-one groups.
Moreover, one of these groups, say U, is of non-nil type. In cases II, III,
and IV, the algebra has a left, right, and two-sided identity respectively.
Therefore, by 9.8, r(U1)
"/(]’2), and A
U (R) U by 9.6. Conversely’
it is clear that if U1 and U. are rank-one groups and U1 is non-nil, then U1 @ U.
admits multiplication of the algebra type I. Hence, by 2.7, if A
U @ U,
then A admits multiplication of algebra type I. If also r(U1) _-< r(U),
U @ U. admits multiplication of types II, III, and IV also. Thus we have
a complete characterization of all rank-two groups which admit a multiplication of mixed algebra type. There are two isomorphieally distinct nilpotent
algebras of order two, the nil algebra (and every rank-two torsion-free group
admits multiplication of this type) and the algebra with a basis z, z satisfying the multiplication rules [7]

z

0

0

0
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We close this paper’ with a discussion of the groups admitting multiplication of
algebra type V. Let T be this algebra. Then T (p) is an algebra with precisely three ideals" 0, T (e), R(’)z,. Thus, by 1.10, 5.26, and 9.6, any
q.d. group which admits multiplication of algebra type T is a direct sum
U zl (R) U2z2, U, U2 non-nil subgroups of R, such that 2r(U1) =< r(U.) (or,
since U and U2 are non-nil, r(Ut) <= r(U) ). Conversely, any such group admits multiplication of algebra type T. Thus, we can determine the q.d. rings of
algebra iype 7’. However, there are non-q.d, groups admitting multiplication
of algebra type ’. For example, let A be the subgroup of RZl (9 Rz: generated
by zt and the set {(1/p)zl -t- (lip)z P
2, 3, 5, ...}. Then A is closed
under the multiplication V. By direct calculation it can be shown that if w
and w are any two independent elements in A, and if U and U arc the
smallest pure subgroups of A contdning wl and w respectively, then the
p-primary component of A I( U -t- U) is not zero for almost all primes p.
Hence, A is strongly indecomposable and in particular not a q.d. group.
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